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Fig. 4. Bilateral Control
Fig. 2. Surgical tool

Position and force information is transmitted from the
These specialized tools are often expensive. However lots slave side to the master side and master side to the slave side

of surgical instruments carry similarities at the tool end and as well. Environment reaction is recreated in the master side.
some structural differences at the gripper. Therefore it is a Master's operating intension is also transmitted to the slave
good idea if the expensive tool can be eliminated with a side so that slave starts to move according to the master. If
virtual tool. With the virtual tool, surgeon should be able to human operator exerts Fh force at the master side, and the
sense the actual tool feeling together with the reaction force manipulator moves by Xl, then the impedance of the master
from the body tissue. This idea is depicted in the following side is Zm. This can be shown by the following equation.
figure.

I

X - ~F (1)
Master Specialized suture h- h

tying forceps m

Similarly, slave side reaction can also be shown by the
following equation.

=ZeXs (2)

Ideally, position of master and slave should be equal.
* | Additi~~~~onof forces at master and slave manipulators shoul

be zero.

Master Xh -X = 0 (3)
Master~~~~~~~~~laeFhF1~= 0 (4)Master r / ~~~~~~Slaves

However, in applications where master and slave are
m e Same slave end to different, position and force scaling may be used. Following
Li D with virtual models figure depicts the basic block diagram of bilateral control.

Function of the disturbance observer and the reaction force
Fig. 3. Virtual tool observer will be discussed in the next section. For this

diagram it is assumed master and slave are driven by
In other words when the end tool is similar, one end tool identical linear motors.

can be used in MIS. On the master side, varies tool +I ref M xrs
sensations can be recreated, by having a virtual tool model. Conre M
This idea was proposed by us [11]. However, virtual model sGdI
used is acting as a reference value generator to the master s+G
side manipulator. This model can be used as a virtual model Dbserbe
at the master side. Therefore master and slave force I
responses are different. However in this paper, virtual model Reaction Torque
is not inserted only for the master side or to the slave side. Observer

lar d~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~cisT-But it is considered as a virtual model for the whole system. |ca
Therefore force responses of this study should be almost the Reaction Torqu

Observer
same. This idea can be used in many industrial applications.
In this paper we have used a bilateral forceps robot to show Disturbance
applicability of this concept. OsGdbsrI

I res xe el 1|..|S+Gi

II. BILATERAL CONTROL | ref

In this section bilateral control is introduced. Fig.4. shows
the basic structure. Fig. 5. BilateralModel
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If one to one response is expected from master and slave, te-is
scales are set to 1.

.~ ~~~~~~~.... ..III. MODELING

Following figure depicts a slave manipulator. A virtual +I xesm es,
model is expected to be inserted in between the jaws. s

Fig. 8. Environment load and virtual model

_ Equation 6 is exerted to the bilateral control system is
D _ X represented by Fig.9. In Fig.9 "model" represents the transfer

function represented by equation (6).~~~~~~~~~~ h
PD 1 + ~~~~~~~~~Master

- , -I--sGdf\ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~tModeIr....d[fr?
Fig. 6. Slave Manipulator with Virtual Model Distrans +

Observer

Simple spring damper model is used for this experiment.
Therefore master operator should feel the spring as well as Reaction Torque
the reaction force from the environment. Spring is modeled disObserver
with a spring damper model depicted in Fig 7. sc alar

K Fig. 9. Master model with Blare Reactiontrqu
Obsere

Surbance
F=mx+dx + kx ( ) was used to cancel the disturbance and t observerthe linear motor. This method is cost effectivethanhavinsGdff

Xd sDampingcoeff nGdff

Fig. 9. Master model with Bilateral Control
x

Fig.. VrtuaSpingDamprMdelIV. DISTURBANCE OBSERVER WITH VIRTUAL

Fik7Vita Sprig ngme ModeltantE

Dynamics of the spring damper model is,MOE

F = the+dlsturkx (5)DDisturbance observer proposed by [7],[10] Ohnishi et al.
F m3~~~+61k+kx (5)~~~~~was used to cancel the disturbance and to record the torque of

extended to calculate the operating torque.

F(s) = [ms2 + ds + k]X(s) (6) nid- l motor
I rf,--------------------- -------------------- --A-----

Fig 8. depicts a linear motor in control blocks. Upper dotted + f
line depicts the environmental load acting on the linear motor. Ad+X
Similarly the lower dotted line depicts how the virtual model
acts on the linear motor.. _ D

Disturbonce
observer

Fig. 10. Disturbance Observer
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The disturbance observer could identify the total V. CONSTRUCTION
mechanical load torque and the effect of parameter change.
In other words, the identification of disturbance torque is A. Linear Motor
essential for motion control robustness to realize various Linear motor is similar to the conventional rotary motor
applications. with one exception. Here the response is in the linear
Following section analyses an acceleration controller using direction.

a disturbance observer. Disturbance observer is designed to Dynamic equation for the linear motor can be described by
cancel the disturbance torque as quickly as possible. The the following equation.
estimated disturbance torque is obtained from the velocity f = mx~+ dx (13)

response xres and the cuffent reference I as shown in Where;
Fig. 10. Virtual model is input between disturbance observer f: force
inputs. Model output as depicted in (6) can not be input as a m: nominal mass
force since that point lies within the motor. Therefore force d: viscous friction of the linear motor.
output of the model is transformed to the current dimension k iref f (14)
by dividingk1. The disturbance observer output force T ist dis Where kt iS the force constant of the linear motor.
represented as follows.

Table I
Tdis = (M - Mn ) res + (Ktn - Kt )ref Specifications of linear motor assembly.

Maximum force 30N
+ F + Dres + reac + T Current 0.5A

Resolution 1 m

-AMJxres + AK Iref + _r + r (7) Physical weight 340g
Where;

AM = M-Mn (8) B. Forceps Robot
Forceps robot is used for this experiment. Following

Kt - tn (9) figures 11, 12 depict the experimental setup of the forceps

=F +D.res + T (10) robot.
c ~~~~reac

F (11) mto

Fc Coulombfriction
Dre.s'U

D Viscous friction
AM.[ Self-M vai Fig. 11. Forceps connected to the Slave

A\K! Variation of force coefficient

Load (force) ..

T Input from the virtual model Linear Motor
In (7), the first term is the torque variation due to the
self-mass variation. The second term is force variation due to
the variation of the force coefficient. The third term and the
fourth term denote the coulomb and the viscous friction
respectively. The next term is the reaction torque caused y
external force. Final term represents the virtual model...............

Equation (12) shows that the disturbance force and
virtual forces are estimated through the first-order low-pass
filter.

gd/srd/S - rdlS ~~~(12)
S + gdis

fiter The foc e:stimated by (12) iS used for a realization of

Fig. 12. Master Manipulator
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<Slave Position Vs Time>
VI. EXPERIMENT 4P5

4-
The forceps robot depicted in Fig.11 was used for the 35

experiment. Human operator directly manipulates the master 3
system. At the end of the forceps, spongy material is kept for E 2.5
measurements. Initially, readings were taken without the ' 2
virtual spring model. Then experiment is carried out with the 1.5
virtual spring model. Same spongy material is sensed through L 1l
the embedded virtual model. 0.5

0
Following parameters were used for the experiment. -0.5

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Table II Time(s)

Experiment parameters Fig.13b Slave Position Response

K, Position gain 9000
Kv Velocity gain 200 <Master-Slave Position Vs Time>
K: Force gain 1 4.5 ae Position'
Kt.1 Force coefficient 22 4 ePosit ion
k Spring constant 1000 3.5
b Damping coefficient 0.01 3
M. Nominal mass 0.16 E 2.5
St Sampling time (s) 0.0001 c: 2

1.5-
VII. EXPERIMENT RESULTS n 1 L

0.5-
Fig. 13 depicts the results when virtual model is in action 0

with the bilateral control. The force is sensed through the -0.5
master manipulator. Master manipulator was moved so that Time(s)
the jaws are open, then the master grippers are released to
demonstrate the virtual model. This is repeated three times. Fig.13c Master-Slave position responses together
When master manipulator moved virtual model could be First three variations correspond to the press and release
sensed at the gripper. repetitions without the slave load. Next variation corresponds

to the spongy material kept at the slave end. Position
<Master Position Vs Time> responses are almost the same. Fig. 13c shows the perfectly

4-5 r T 5 r 5 Position matched position responses together.
4

3.5 <Force Vs Time>
3i25 Me ter

E 2.5 -20

1.5 an-
0 z

n~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~ae onI-, a facinadrecin()

13240.5-
u~~~~~~~~~~5~~

-0.5
.0 2 4 6 8 10 1214 16 1820 0

Time(s)
Fig.l13aMaster Position Response ~0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Time(s)
Fig.13d Master Force Response

Master and slave force responses are almost the same
except the sign. This is due to the sign convention adopted



<Force Vs Time> properties of the environment load together with the virtual
5 Slave model. Nonlinear properties of the environment could also bevisible.
0

VIII. CONCLUSION
-5z

I-, 10 0 \ 2 In this paper, a Virtual model was proposed specially for0L \ Minimally Invasive Surgery. By changing the model,
-15 Surgeon can feel the sensation of the tool together with the

\20
-

reaction force. Virtual model is applied between the inputs to
-20 X Ithe disturbance observer. Disturbance observer could

-25 estimate disturbance forces, load together with the virtual0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 model.
Time(s)

Fig.13e Slave Force Response Experiment was carried out to validate the proposal.
System behaved as if an actual spring is there. Master and

25 slave position-force responses turned out to be the same.25 r T r T * T l\tgr Virtual model is acting similarly for master and slave

20 systems. This concept can also be extended for other

,15 applications as well.
zI
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Fig. 13g depicts the Force position variation. It shows theMaiuto"nPrcIEEt.CfINN206
properties of the environment together with the virtual model.
From the above graph, it could be roughly identified three
lines making small angle with the x axis. Those three lines
correspond to the first three variations without the slave load.
Angle represents the virtual model. Curve represents the
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